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1. Introduction

Given a function f: X Y, a class a’ of topological spaces, and a class cg of
functions, the extension function problem is to find a topological extension Z
of X and extension function F: Z Y off such that Z . and F rg. The
first author [5] proved that iff is continuous, then it is possible to construct a
continuous perfect extension F on some topological extension Z ofX and noted
that if X and Y are Hausdorff spaces, then Z is not necessarily Hausdorff.
Viglino [21] started with a continuous function f and Hausdorff spaces X and
Y and required that F be continuous and Z be Hausdorff; he showed it was
possible to obtain a maximal continuous extension function F (maximal in the
sense that there is no proper continuous extension of F defined on a Hausdorff
topological extension). Such maximal continuous extensions are called abso-
lutely closed and are characterized in [6] in terms of a closedness-like property
of F and a compactness-like property of point-inverse of F--analogous to the
perfect function setting.
The notion of "0-continuity" between Hausdorff spaces is more useful in

certain cases (cf., [8], [11], [13], [16]) than "continuity." In this paper, we
start with a 0-continuous function f and Hausdorff spaces X and Y and require
that F be 0-continuous and Z be Hausdorff. Maximal 0-continuous extension
functions are called 0-absolutely closed and are investigated in Section 4; in
particular, a 0-continuous function between H-closed spaces is 0-absolutely
closed. We are able to show that if Y is regular or H-closed, Urysohn, then f
has a 0-absolutely closed extension F. A concept stronger than 0-absolutely
closure, called 0-perfect, is developed in Section 3 and characterized in terms of
a closedness-like property and compactness-like property of point-inverses.
A 0-continuous function between Hausdorff spaces that has a 0-continuous

extension between their Kattov extensions is called a 0-p-map and is studied
in Section 5. Now 0-p-maps are related to 0-absolutely closed functions as
every 0-p-map from a Hausdorff space into an H-closed space has a 0-absolutely
closed extension. In Section 6, the compactness-like properties of point-inverses
of 0-perfect and 0-absolutely closed functions are investigated and related. A
filter concept, called almost convergence, is defined in this section, developed
in Section 2, and used to obtain many of the results in the rest of the paper.
The reader is referred to [3] for the definitions not given here. Here are a

few additional definitions and results that are needed throughout the paper.
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In a space X, the set of regular open subsets, i.e., (int (cl A)" A
_

X}, forms
an open basis for a topology on the underlying set of X; this new topological
space is denoted as X and called the semiregularization of X. A space X is
semiregular if X X and is semiregular at a point p X if {int (cl A)"
p int (cl A) and A =__ X} is a neighborhood basis of p in X. The space Xs is
semiregular.

Let " be a filter base on a space X. If x X is an adherent point of , we
write x adx -, and if converges to x X, we write -" - x. If - and
are filter bases on X, we say that a.# is finer than , written as " < if, if for
each F -, there is G ad such that G

_
F and that o meets ( if F G -Y: 0

for every F " and G ad. The neighborhood filter of a set A
_

X, denoted
as .Aa, is the set of neighborhoods of A; Ta is used to denote the filter base
{cl U: U V’a}. Usually, is denoted as V.

Let .- be a filter base on a space X. We say - almost converges to a subset
A X, written as A or . x A, if for each cover of A by subsets
open in X, there is a finite subfamily and F .- such that F

{cl V" V }. We say almost converges to a point x X, written as

" x, if " {x}. Now, x, whereas, 7 x. A point x X is an

almost adherent point of ’, written as x al " or x e alx -, if meets /.
For a set A = X, the almost closure of A or O-closure of A, denoted as cl0 A,

is alx{A} ifA 0 and is 0 ifA 0; A is O-dosed ifA cl0A. Corre-
spondingly, the almost interior of A or O-interior of A, denoted as into A, is
{x X: cl U A for some open set U containing x}. The concepts of almost
convergence, almost adherence, and almost closure were introduced by Veli6ko
to study H-closed spaces [19] and to obtain a generalization of Taimanov’s
extension theorem [20]. Almost closure is used by FitzGerald and Swingle in
[9], and a number of the results in this paper have been used by the authors in
[7].
The following example is frequently used throughout the sequel.

(1.1) Example. [4, Example 3.14]. Let Y denote the well-known example
of a noncompact, minimal Hausdorff space due to Urysohn. That is, for each
pair of positive integers i, j, let a,j (1/i, l/j), b,j (l/i, -l/j), and c
(1/i, 0), let

W {a," (i,j) N x N} w {b." (i,j) N x N} w {c" N},

and let ao (0, 1) and bo (0, -1). The topology for W is the topology
inherited from the plane and a basic set containing ao (resp. bo) is of the form

U,(ao) {ao} w {ai,j" > n,j N} (resp. V,(bo) {bo} w {b,j" > n,j N}.

Let Xbe the subspace consisting of ao and all of the a,’s and c’s; the subspace
X is H-closed, Urysohn and not compact.
We are indebted to the referee for his useful comments and suggestions.
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2. Basic results

In this section a number of useful results about almost convergence, almost
adherence, and almost closure are derived and used to obtain characterizations
of topological concepts ranging from Urysohn to O-continuity.

(2.1) Let . and be filter bases on a space X, A X, and x X.

(a) If , A, then "/A < "(b) " x if and only if dx < .
(c) If < f#, then alx (#

_
alx ’.

(d) If : < f# and -0 A, then .0 A.
(e) alx - 0 {cl0 F: F }.
(f) If x and x A, then : - A.
(g) , A if and only if A c alx -.
(h) If. A, then A c alx # 0.
(i) [19] IfU_ Xisopen, thenclo U= cl U.
(j) If is an open filter base, then adx ." alx .
(k) If ql is an open ultrafilter on X, then ql x if and only if ll . x.

The converse of 2.1(a) is false as does not almost converge to A, even
though AT"a < , when {A} and A is a noncompact subspace of a regular
Hausdorff space X. Also, the converse of 2.1(f) is false as does not almost
converge to x for any x A, even though 0 A, when {A} and A is an
infinite compact subset of a Hausdorff space X. By 2.2(k), convergence and
almost convergence are equivalent for open ultrafilters; however, for open
filter bases, this equivalence implies semiregularity.

(2.2) A space X is semiregular at a point p X if and only if for every open
filter base f#, ( - p implies f# p.

Proof. Suppose X is semiregular at a point p e X and f is an open filter
base on X such that ff p. Let B be a regular open set containing p. There is
an open UC such that UclB. Hence, U= intUGint(clB) B.
Thus, aj ._, p. Conversely, suppose for every filter base f#, f# p implies
fap. Let

f {int (cl U):p U, U open}.

f# is an open filter base and , p. So, f p implying X is semiregular at p.
In the space X described in Example 1.1, let

F, {Ck, ak, t: k, 1 > n}.- {F,: n N} is an open filter base on X and " 0 ao, but does not
converge to any point of X.

(2.3) A space X is Hausdorff if and only iffor each p X, el0 {p} {p}.
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It is easy to prove for each A X that cl A __. cl0 A; the opposite inclusion,
cl A

_
cl0 A for each A X, is equivalent to the space X being regular. One

direction of this equivalence was noted by Veli.ko 1-20-1.

(2.4) A space X is regular if and only iffor every A
_

X, cl0 A cl A.
Recall that a space X is Urysohn if every pair of distinct points are contained

in disjoint closed neighborhoods.

(2.5) A space X is Urysohn if and only if no filter base has more than one
almost convergence point.

Let X be a space. A subset A X is quasi-H-closed relative to X [15, p. 160]
if every cover of A by open subsets of X contains a finite subfamily whose union
is dense in A. If X is also Hausdorff, we say A is H-closed relative to X.

(2.6) The following are equivalent for a subset A
_

X:

(a) A is quasi-H-closed relative to X.
(b) For every filter base on A, "x A.
(c) For every filter base on A, alx - c A - 0.

Proof. Clearly (a) implies (b), and by 2.1(h), (b) implies (c). To show (c)
implies (a), let be a cover of A by open subsets of X such that the union of
any finite subfamily of is not dense in A. Then

" {A\clx ([0s U): S is finite subfamily of a’}

is a filter base on A and alx -" c A 0. This contradiction yields that A is
quasi-H-closed relative to X.
One consequence of 2.6 is that H-closedness in a Hausdorff space X is equiv-

alent to every filter base on X almost converging to X and to every filter base on
X having nonvoid almost adherence. The latter equivalence was obtained by
Veli6ko [19]; he also established the next result.

(2.7) A O-closed subset of an H-closed space is H-closed.

(2.8) Let X be an H-closed, Urysohn space and A
_

X. The following are
equivalent"

(a) A is H-closed relative to X.
(b)[19] A el0A.
(c) [15] A is a compact subspace of Xs.

In [22], Whyburn defined a filter base o- to be directed toward a set A
___
X

provided for every filter base f, < f# implies adx ff c A - 0 and used this
concept to prove that a perfect (not necessarily continuous) function is compact.
This concept and almost convergence are characterized and related in the next
result.
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(2.9) Let be a filter base on a space X and A
_

X. Then " is directed
towards A (resp. for every filter base f, < f implies alx f# A : 0) if and
only iffor every cover of A by open subsets of X, there is a finite subfamily

sl and an F such that F ) (resp. d - A).

Proof. The proof of the two facts are similar; so, we will only prove the fact
in the parentheses. Suppose for every filter base if, " < ff implies alx aj c
A 4: 0. If " x for some x e A, then by 2.1(f), -* A. So, suppose for
every x A, does not -, x. Let ’ be a cover of A by subsets open in X. For
each x e A, there is an open set Ux containing x and Vx e such that U __%_ V,
and F\clx U,, 0 for every F -. Thus, {F\clx U,,: F e } is a filter
base on X and " < f#x. Now, x q alx fg. Assume that {cx: x A} forms
a filter subbase with ad denoting the generated filter. Then --< f and
A alx f# 0. This contradiction implies there is a finite subset B

_
A and

Fx - for x e B such that

0 {F\clx U: x B}.

There is F e - such that F c {F: x B}. It easily follows that

0 1 {F\clx Ux:xB} and r (3 {clxVx:xeB}.

Thus - -, A. Conversely, suppose " A and c-5 is a filter base such that
< . By 2.1(d),A, andby2.1(h),A calx 0.
A function f: X Y is O-continuous (resp. weakly O-continuous or wO-

continuous) if for every x s X and every neighborhood V of f(x), there is a
neighborhood U of x such that f (cl U)

_
cl V (resp. f(U)

_
cl V). Clearly,

every continuous function is 0-continuous. There are many advantages in using
0-continuity and w0-continuity in investigating Hausdorff spaces and, in par-
ticular, H-closed spaces. For example, every Hausdorff space is the irreducible,
perfect, 0-continuous image of some extremally disconnected Tychonoff space
(see [11]) and while not every continuous function from a Hausdorff space X
into an H-closed, Urysohn space Y has a continuous extension to the Kattov
extension X of X (see [10]), every 0-continuous function from X to Y has a
0-continuous extension to xX. The notions of almost convergence and almost
adherence can be used to characterize 0-continuity.

(2.10) Let f: X Y be a function. The following are equivalent:

(a)
(b)
(c)
()

f is O-continuous.
For every filter base on X, -0 x implies f() f(x).
For every filter base g on X, f (al -)

_
al f(’).

For every open U
_

Y, f-X(U)
___

into f-1 (cl0 U).

Proof. The proof of the equivalence of (a), (b), and (d) is straightforward.
(a) implies (c). Suppose o- is a filter base on X, x al ’, F ,’, and U is a
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neighborhood off(x). There is a neighborhood V of x such that f (cl V)
_

cl U. Since cl VcF: 0, then cl Ucf(F) O. So, f(x)alf(). This
shows that f (al -)

_
al f(.-).

(c) implies (a). Let be an ultrafilter containing f(x). Now, f-1() is a
filter base since f(X) and f-l() meets x. So, f-() w x is con-
tained in some ultrafilter /’. Now ff-() is an ultrafilter base that generates. Sinceff- l(/Z) < f(C), then f(r) also generates ; hence al f(/’) al .
Since x e al /’, then f(x) f (al r)

_
al f(C) al . So, meets l,(x) and

’() - 0 (: ultrafilter,
_
f(x)}

(denote this intersection by rg). But rg is the filter generated by f(x) (see [3,
Proposition 1.6.6]); so, Ix) < f(). Hence, f is 0-continuous.

(2.10.1) COROLLARY.
clof(A).

Iff: X Y is O-continuous and A X, then f (clo A)

Since the composition of 0-continuous functions is a 0-continuous function
and the identity function is 0-continuous, then 0-continuous functions can be
used as maps in defining categories where the objects are topological spaces.
However, the composition of w0-continuous functions is not necessarily wO-
continuous; this defect is skirted in an interesting manner by Rudolf [18,
Theorem III, 3.2]. Here are some similarly proven facts about w0-continuous
functions.

(2.11) Let f: X Y be a function. The following are equivalent:

(a) f is wO-continuous.
(b) For every filter base on X, x implies f() ,f(x).
(c) For every filter base . on X, f (ad -) al f(-).
(d) For every open U

_ , f- I(U)
_

int f- (cl U).

(2.12) lff X Y is wO-continuous, then:

(a) For each A
_

X, f (cl A)
_

cl0 f(A).
(b) [18] For each B

_
Y, f (cl (int (cl f-I(B))))

_
cl B.

(c) [18] For each open U
_

X, f (cl U)
_

cl f(U).

3. O-perfect functions

In [22], Whyburn proved that a function is perfect (i.e., closed and point-
inverses are compact) if and only if for every filter base " on f(X), --. y,
impliesf- (.o-) is directed towardsf- l(y) and that a perfect function is compact
(i.e., inverse image of compact sets are compact). In view of 2.9, we say that a
function f: X Y is O-perfect if for every filter base " on f(X), r y implies
f- 1(-) .f- (y).
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(3.1) Let f: X Y be a function. The followin9 are equivalent:

(a) f is O-perfect.
(b) For every filter base on X, f (al ) al f().
(c) For everyfilter base " on f(X), B

_
Y impliesf-a()-f-X(B).

Proof. Clearly (c) implies (a).
(a) implies (b). Suppose . is a filter base on X and y al f(.). Assume,

by way of contradiction, that f-l(y) c al " 0. For each x f-l(y), there
is open Ux of x and Fx such that el UxcFx 0. Sincef-l(t)
f-a(y) and {U: x e f-(y)} is an open cover of f-X(y), there is a V
and a finite subset B

_
f-l(y) such that f-1 (cl V) l0 {cl Ux: x B}.

There is an Fe--suchthatF_ [ {F,:xeB}. Thus, Fcf- l(clV) 0
implying cl V c f(F) 0, a contradiction as y e al f(ff). This shows that
y e f (al .-).

(b) implies (c). Suppose " is a filter base on f(X) and - B Y. Let
ff be a filter base on X such that f-a() < c.#. Then " < f(c.#) and al f(c.#)
B 0. Hence, f (al aj) c B -- 0 and al c.# c f-X(B) - 0. By 2.9, f-()
f-(a).

(3.1.1) COROLLARY. Iff: X - Y is O-perfect, then:

(a) For each A
_

X, cl0 f(A) f (cl0 A).
(b) For each O-closed A

_
X, f(A) is O-closed.

(c) For each subset K quasi-H-closed relative to Y, f-I(K) is quasi-H-closed
relative to X.

Proof. (a) is an immediate consequence of 3.1, and (b) follows easily from
(a). To prove (c), we will use 2.6. Let be a filter base on f-X(K). Then f(c.#)
is a filter base on K. By 2.6, al f(f) c K 4:0 and by 3.1(b), al c f-a(K) -0. By 2.6, f-X(K) is quasi-H-closed relative to X.
A function f: X Y is said to be O-compact if f possesses property (c) of

3.1.1. In order to obtain a characterization of 0-perfect in terms of closedness-
like and compactness-like properties as Whyburn did for perfect functions,
stronger properties than (a) and (c) of 3.1.1 are needed. A subset A of a space
X is 0-rigid provided whenever is a filter base on X and A r alx " 0,
there is an open U containing A and G " such that cl U c G . A func-
tion f: X Y is almost closed if for any set A

_
X,f (cl0 A) cl0 f(A). Before

characterizing 0-rigidity, we will show that a 0-continuous, 0-compact function
into a Urysohn space with a certain property (the "0-closure" and "quasi-H-
closed relative" analogue of property in [22]) is almost closed.

(3.2) Suppose F: X Y is O-continuous and O-compact and Y is Urysohn
with this property: For each A

_
Y and p cl0 A, there is a subset H quasi-H-

closed relative to Y such that p el0 H A). Then f is almost closed.
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Proof. Let B X. By 2.10.1, f (cl0 B)
_

clof(B). Suppose p clof(B).
There is a subset H quasi-H-closed relative to Y such that p cl0 (H c f(B)).
Then - {cl UcHf(B)" U

is a filter base on Y such that ,- p. Now, f# {B c f-I(F): F s ’} is a
filter base on B c f-X(H). Since f-I(H) is quasi-H-closed relative to X, then
there is x s alx f# f- X(H). By 2.10, f(x) air f(f#)

_
air ’. Since " p

and Y is Urysohn, air " {p}. Thus, p f (cl0 B).

(3.3) Let A be a subset of a space X. The following are equivalent"

(a) A is O-rigid in X.
(b) For any filter base on X, if A c alx " 0, then for some F ,

A c cl0 F 0.
,c) For each cover of A by open subsets of X, there is a finite subfamily

such that A int cl ( ).

Proof. The proof that (a) implies (b) is straightforward.
(b) implies (c). Let be cover of A by open subsets of X and

If - is not a filter base, then for some finite subfamily
_
’, X

_
(cl U: U e }; thus, A X

_
int cl () &) which completes the proof in

the case that " is not a filter base. So, suppose is a filter base. Then
A cal 0 and there is an F . such that Accl0F= 0. For each
x A, there is open Vx of x such that cl Vx c F 0. Let V I,) {V" x A}.
Now, 1/c F 0. Since F -, then for some finite subfamily &

_
’,

F= (X\cl U: U}. It follows that V cl(&) and hence, A
_

int cl (U ).
(c) implies (a). Let - be a filter base on X such that A c al 0. For

each x A there is open l/ of x and F - such that cl V c Fx 0. Now
{V" x A} is a cover of A by open subsets of X; so, there is finite subset B

_
A

such that A
_

int cl ( (V" x e B}). Let U int cl ( {V" x B}). There
is F such that F_ 0 {F’xB}. Since cl(U) {clV’xB},
then cl U c F 0. Thus, A is 0-rigid in X.

Recall that a subset A
__
X is compact if and only if for every filter base "on X such that A c ad () 0, there is F - such that A c cl F 0. Thus,

by 3.3(b), 0-rigidity is a generalization of compactness with closure and adher-
ence replaced by almost closure and almost adherence, respectively. The open
cover characterization of 0-rigidity indicates the closeness of this property to
compactness. This remark is emphasized by this easily proven fact" A subset
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A
_
X is a compact subspace of X if and only if for every cover z of A by

open subsets of X, there is a finite subfamily &
_

z’ such that

A __. {intx clx (U): U e &}.

(3.4) A O-continuous function f: X Y is O-perfect if and only if
(a) f is almost closed, and
(b) point-inverses are O-riyid.

Proof. Iffis 0-continuous and 0-perfect, then by 3.1.1 and 2.10.1,fis almost
closed. To showf l(y), for y Y, is rigid, let " be a filter base on X such that
f-l(y) c al - 0. So, y f.al ’) and by 3.1(b), y alf(’). There is
open U of y and F " such that cl U c f(F) 0. Therefore, f- (cl U) c
F 0. Since f is 0-continuous, then for each x f- (y), there is open V of x
such that cl V

_
f- (cl U). So, f-(y) c cl0 F 0. Conversely, suppose

a 0-continuous function .f satisfies (a) and (b). Let " be a filter base on f(X)
such that " -, y. Let f be a filter base on X such that f-(-) < f. So,
o-< f(f) implying that y alf(f). So, for every G f, y e cl0f(G)_
f(cl0G). Hence, f-(y) ccloG = 0 for every GC. By (b), f-(y) c
al 0. By 3.1, f is 0-perfect.

Actually, in the proof of the converse of 3.4, we have shown that property
(a) of 3.4 can be reduced to this statement: For each A

_
X, f (clo A)

_
cl0 f(A); in fact, we have shown the next result (the function is not necessarily
0-continuous).

(3.4.1) COROLLARY. Let f: X - Y. If
(a) for each A X, cl0 f(A) f (cl0 A) and
(b) point-inverses are O-riyid,

then f is O-perfect.

(3.4.2) COROLLARY. If f: X Y satisfies (a) and (b) of 3.4, then f-1
preserves O-rigidity.

Proof. Let K
_
Y be 0-rigid and - be a filter base on X such that

alx - c f-(K) 0. By 3.4.1 and 3.1, al f(-) c K 0. So, there is F e "such that cl0 f(F) c K 0. But cl0 f(F) f (cl0 F). So, cl0 F c f-(K) 0.
So, by 3.3, f-(K) is 0-rigid.

(3.4.3) COROLLARY. The identity functions from X to X andfrom X to X
are O-perfect.

Proof. 3.4 can be applied since both identity functions are O-continuous.
Property (b) of 3.4 follows directly from 3.3(b); property (a) of 3.4 follows the
fact that for A

_
X, the 0-closure of A in X is the same as the 0-closure of A

in X.
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For the space X described in Example 1.1, the identity function from X to Xs
is continuous and 0-perfect but is not closed and, hence, not perfect.

(3.5) Suppose f: X Y has O-rigid point-inverses. Then:

(a) f is O-continuous if and only iffor each y Y and open set V containing y,
there is an open set U containing f- l(y) such that f (cl U) cl V.

(b) Iffor each y Y and open set U containingf (y), there is an open set V
of y such that f-x (cl V)

___
cl U, then for each A

_
X, clof(A)

_
f (clo A).

Proof. The proof of one direction of (a) is obvious, and the proof of the
other direction is straightforward using 3.3(c). To prove (b), let - A X
and y f (cl0 A). Then f-X(y)c el0 A . Now o- {A} is a filter base
and al . c f-(y) . So, there is open set U containing f-a(y) such that
el UcA 0. There is open V of y such that f-l(elV) el U. So,
el V c f(A) 0. Hence, y cl0 f(A).
The next result is closely related to 3.5(b); the proof is straightforward.

(3.6) Let f: X Y. The followin9 are equivalent:

(a) For every O-closed A X, f(A) is O-closed.
(b) For every B Y and O-open U containiny f-a(B), there is O-open V

containiny B such that f- a(V)
_

U.

(3.7) lff X Y is continuous (resp. O-continuous) and Y is Hausdorff (resp.
Urysohn), then f is perfect (resp. O-perfect) if and only iffor every filter base
on X, iff() y Y (resp.f() , y Y), then adx " -: 0 (resp. alx " .- 0).

Proof. The proof of the "perfect" and "0-perfect" parts are similar; so, we
only present the proof of the "0-perfect" part here. Suppose f is 0-perfect and
f() y. So, f- af(’) -, f- l(y). Since f- f(’) < , then by 2.1(d),

" ,f-l(y); by 2.1(h), al " - 0. Conversely, suppose for every filter base

" on X, iff(-) y Y, then alx # 0. Suppose f is a filter base on f(X)
such that aj y y, and suppose 3zg is a filter base on X such that f-a(aj) <
ta. Then c ff-x(c) < f(/f). So, f(3et) -,. y. Hence, alx # 0. Let
z Y\{y}. Since Y is Urysohn, there are open sets U, of z and U ofy such that
cl Uccl Uy 0. There is H3eg such thatf(H)

_
cl Ur For each x

f-(z), there is open V of x such that f (cl V)
_

cl U,. So, cl V, c H 0.
It follows thatf- a(z) c alx 3g 0 for each z Y\{y). So, alx c f- l(y) -0 and f is 0-perfect.

(3.7.1) COROLLARY. If f: X--. Y is O-continuous, X is quasi-H-closed, and
Y is Urysohn, then f is O-perfect.

Proof. Since X is quasi-H-closed, then every filter base on X has nonvoid
almost adherence; now, the corollary follows directly from 3.4.
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(3.7.2) COROLLARY. If f: X-, Y is O-continuous, X is Hausdorff, and Y
is H-closed, Urysohn, then f has an unique, O-continuous, O-perfect extension

from tcX to Y.

Proof. By Corollary 11.3.3 in [18], f has an unique 0-continuous extension
from xX to Y; this extension is 0-perfect by 3.7.1.

4. Absolutely closed and 0-absolutely closed functions

In [21-1, Viglino defines a continuous function f: X Y, where X is Haus-
dorff to be absolutely closed if there does not exist a Hausdorff space Z and a
continuous function f: Z Y such that X is proper dense subset of Z and
FIX f. Correspondingly, a 0-continuous (resp. w0-continuous) function
f: X Y is defined to be O-absolutely closed (resp. wO-absolutely closed) if there
does not exist a Hausdorff space Z and a 0-continuous (resp. wO-continuous)
function F: Z Y such that X is proper dense subset of Z and F X f.
Without the Hausdorff restrictions on X and Z, then no continuous (resp.
O-continuous, wO-continuous) function with nonempty domain is absolutely
closed (resp. 0-absolutely closed, w0-absolutely closed).

(4.1) Let f: X Y be O-continuous (resp. wO-continuous) with X a Hausdorff
space. The following are equivalent"

(a) f is O-absolutely closed (resp. wO-absolutely closed).
(b) For each openfilter base on X, iff() - y Y (resp. f() ., y Y),

then ad ." - 0.
(c) For each open ultrafilter base q[ on X, if f(). y Y (resp. f(ql).

y Y), then ad q/ - 0.

Proof. The proof for both parts are very similar; so, we only present the
proof for the part not in the parentheses. Clearly, (b) implies (c).

(a) implies (b). Let be open filter base on X. Suppose f(). y .
Assume ad 0. Let Z X w {-) with the simple extension topology (see
[1]). Then Z is Hausdorff. Define F: Z Y by FIX f and F(’) y.
F is 0-continuous and f is not 0-absolutely closed. This contradiction implies
that ad " - 0.

(c) implies (a). Suppose F: Z Y is 0-continuous where Z is Hausdorff,
X is a proper dense subspace of Z, and F] X f. So, there is z Z\Z. Let
q/be an open ultrafilter on Z that contains the trace on X of the neighborhood
filter of z. Then f() f(z) since F is 0-continuous, but adx q/ 0 since Z
is Hausdorff.

(4.1.1) COROLLARY. Let f: X Y be O-perfect with X a Hausdorffspace. If
f is continuous (resp. O-continuous, wO-continuous), then f is absolutely closed
(resp. O-absolutely closed, wO-absolutely closed).
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We now obtain two variations of Corollary 1.1 in [21].

(4.2) Suppose f: X- Y is O-continuous where X is Hausdorff and Y is
H-closed and Urysohn. The followin# are equivalent:

(a) X is H-closed.
(b) f is O-absolutely closed.
(c) f is O-perfect.

Proof. Clearly (a) implies (b). By 3.7.2, (b) implies (c) and, by 3.1.1(c),
(c) implies (a).
Without Urysohn in the hypothesis of 4.2, it follows that (a) implies (b) and

by 3.1.1(c), (c) implies (a). However, for the spaces X and described in Ex-
ample 1.1, the identity function from X into is an example of a continuous,
absolutely closed, and 0-absolutely closed function from an H-closed space into
an H-closed space that is not 0-perfect since f (cl0 X) f(X) cl0 f(X).

,4.3) Iff: X Y is continuous, X is Hausdorff, and Y is regular Hausdorff,
then the following are equivalent"

(a) f is O-perfect.
(b) f is absolutely closed.
(c) f is O-absolutely closed.

Proof. Clearly (c) implies (b), and by 4.1.1, (a) implies (b) and (c). We will
use 3.7 to show (b) implies (a). Let " be a filter base on X such that f(’)
y Y. Since Y is regular, f(-) y. Now

O(-) {U X: U open and U F for some F ’}

is an open filter on X. Sincef is continuous, thenf- a(.Ar) is an open filter base
on X and f-l(V’y) O(-). Thus, f(O(.)) y. By (b) and Theorem 1.2 in
[21], adx O(.) - 0. It easily follows that alx - - 0.

It seems natural to ask if the list of equivalent conditions of 4.3 can be ex-
tended to: (d)f is perfect. A negative answer follows by considering a function

f: X Y where is a one-point space and X is an H-closed, noncompact
space. Another natural question is whether (a), (b), and (c) of 4.3 are equivalent
iffis continuous, Xis Hausdorff, and Y is Urysohn? We know by the proof of
4.3, that (c) implies (b), (a) implies (b), and (a) implies (c) with only Y Haus-
dorff Let X and Y be the spaces described in Example 1.1, and define the func-
tion f: Y\{bo} X by fix is the identity function and f(b) c. This shows
that (b) implies (c) and (b) implies (a) are false, in general, even iff is continuous
and closed and the range is Urysohn. We have not been able to resolve if (c)
implies (a) when Y is Urysohn.

Problem. Prove or disprove that a continuous, 0-absolutely closed function
from a Hausdorff space into a Urysohn space is 0-perfect.
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Since every continuous function from a Hausdorff space to a Hausdorff
space has an absolutely closed continuous extension by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2
in [-21-], then the next fact follows directly from 4.3.

(4.3.1) COROLLARY. Every continuous function from a Hausdorff space into
a regular Hausdorff space has a O-perfect continuous extension.

Recall by 3.7.2 that a 0-continuous function from a Hausdorff space into an
H-closed Urysohn space has a 0-continuous, 0-perfect extension. The common
denominator of this fact and Corollary 4.3.1 gives rise to the following problem.

Problem. Prove or disprove that a 0-continuous function from a Hausdorff
space into an Urysohn space has a 0-continuous, 0-absolutely closed extension.

For a Hausdorff space X, let cX denote the Kattov H-closed extension (see
[12]). A continuous function f: X Y, where X and Y are Hausdorff spaces,
is a p-map [10] or said to be proper [13] if there is a continuous extension
rf: rX cY. A p-mapfis z-perfect if tcfOcX\X) rY\Y.

In [2], a subset A
_
X is said to be farfrom the remainder (f.f.r.) if each free

open ultrafilter on X contains an open set whose closure is disjoint from A. A
function is regular-closed [6] if the image of every regularly closed subset is
closed. Blaszezyk and Mioduszewski [2] proved that a p-map is z-perfect if
and only if it is regular-closed and point-inverses are f.f.r. Dickman [6] noted
that a function is z-perfect if and only if it is absolutely closed and a p-map. By
4.1.1, a continuous, 0-perfect function is regular-closed and point-inverses are
f.f.r.

(4.4) Suppose f: X Y is a continuous, O-absolutely closed function where
X and Y are Hausdorff. Then:

(a) Point-inverses are O-rigid.
(b) For each A

_
X, f (cl0 A) is closed (in particular, f is regular-closed).

Proof. Ad(a). Suppose y e Y and ." is a filter base on X such that alx - c
f-l(y) . Assume, by way of contradiction, that

5 {U V: U open, U
_

f-l(y), V open, V
_
F for some F -}

is an open filter base. Now, by the continuity off, f() . y. By 4.1, ad if’ #. Sincefis continuous, then f (ad )
_

ad f(5)
_

{y}; so ad St’
_

f-X(y).
Thus, #- ad if’

_
f-X(y) alx ’, a contradiction. So, there is an open set

U
_

f-X(y) and open set V
_
F for some F e " such that U V . Thus

cl UcF= .
Ad(b). We first prove f is regular-closed and use this fact to prove that

f (cl0 A) is closed for every A
_

X. Suppose p clf (cl U) where U is open.
Then , {U c f-(V): V e -/fir} is open filter base and f(5) - p. In
particular, f(5)p and since f is 0-absolutely closed, ad 5 # . Since f is
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continuous, 0 #- f (ad 5)
_

ad f(5)
_

{p}. Thus, ad __= f-l(p). But,
ad 5

_
cl U. So, f-l(p) c cl U #- 0 implying p f (cl U). This completes

the proof that f is regular-closed. Suppose A
_

X. Clearly, f (cl0 A) is closed
if A . Suppose A # and peclf(cl0A). Since alV’a adV’a
cl0 A, then f- :(p) c al V’a #- would imply thatf(p) f (cl0 A) and complete
the proof of the closure of f (cl0 A). Assume, by way of contradiction, that
f-a(p) c al vl/’a . By 4.4(a), there is an open set U

_
f-l(p) and an open

set Wa such that cl Uc W 0. So, Ucl W 0 implyingf(p)
f (cl W). But f (cl W) is closed; so, p cl f(cl0 A)

_
cl f (cl W) f (cl W)

is a contradiction.
The results of 4.4 represent our furthermost position at characterizing

0-absolutely closure in terms of closedness-like and compactness-like properties
as Whyburn [22] did for perfect functions, Dickman [6] for absolutely closed
functions, and we did for 0-perfect functions in 3.4. We have had little success
in determining the compactness-like properties of point-inverses of 0-absolutely
closed functions. Also, we have not been able to prove or disprove the converse
of 4.4.

Problem. If.]’: X --, Y is a continuous surjection where X is Hausdorff and
Y is Urysohn and if f satisfies (a) and (b) of 4.4, prove or disprove that f is
0-absolutely closed (such a function is necessarily absolutely closed by Theorem
2 in I-6] and 6.2.1 in Section 6.)

We complete this section by giving a characterization of regular-closed
continuous functions.

(4.5) A continuous function f: X Y is regular-closed if and only iffor each
y Y and open set U

_
f-X(y) there is an open set V ofy such that int cl U

_
f-(V).

Proof. Suppose f is regular-closed, y Y, and f- a(y)
_
U for some open

set U. Assume, by. way of contradiction, for each open set W containing y,

f-a(W) cl (X\cl U) :# O.

Then y e cl f (cl (X\cl U)) f (cl (X\cl U)) f(X\int cl U) implying

0 # f- l(y)\int cl U __. f- l(y)\U,

a contradiction. So, for some open set W of y, f-(W) c cl (X\cl U) 0
implying f-(W)

_
int cl U. Conversely, let V be an open set in X. Assume,

by way of contradiction, there is y cl f (cl V)\f (cl V). Since f- l(y)
_

X\cl V, there is an open set W of y such that f-I(W) G int cl (X\cl V)
X\clV. Since yclf(clV), then Wof(clV) # 0 implying f-(W) c
cl V # 0, a contradiction asf-(W)

_
X\cl V. This completes the proof that

f is regular-closed.
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5. wS-p-maps and e-p-maps
Corresponding to the definition of p-maps, we define a 0-continuous (resp.

w0-continuous) function f: X- Y where X and Y are Hausdorff to be a
O-p-map (resp. wO-p-map) iffhas a 0-continuous (resp. w0-continuous) extension
F: xX - Y. D. Harris [-10] defines an open cover to be a p-cover if there is a
finite subfamily whose union is dense, and he proves that a continuous function
between Hausdorff spaces is a p-map if and only if the inverse image of a p-cover
is a p-cover. By a similar proof, one can prove the next result.

(5.1) A wO-continuous function f: X Y where 7( and Y are Hausdorff
spaces is a wO-p-map if and only iffor every p-cover z of Y, {intf -x (cl (U)):
U } is a p-cover of X.

Using the concepts ofp-maps, 0-p-maps, and wO-p-maps, it is straightforward
to obtain the following extension of Corollary 1.1 in [21].

(5.2) Suppose f: X Y is continuous (resp. O-continuous, wO-continuous)
where X is Hausdorff and Y is H-closed. Then X is H-closed if and only iff is
absolutely closed (resp. O-absolutely closed, wO-absolutely closed) and a p-map
(resp. O-p-map, wO-p-map).

In the space described in Example 1.1, let C {c: N}; let h be the
identity function from C into Y\{ao}. h is a 0-perfect, perfect, continuous func-
tion that is not a p-map (and hence, not z-perfect). We now give an example
of ap-cover ’ of Y\{ao} such that {h-(A): A z’} is not ap-cover of C. Let

W {Cn} L3 {a.,i: N} {b.,: N}
and

’ {W,: n N} w {Ux(ao)\{ao}} {Vx(b0)}
where Ux(ao) and Vx(bo) are defined in Example 1.1.

For 5.2 to be an extension of Corollary 1.1 in [21], we must show that a
continuous (resp. 0-continuous, w0-continuous), absolutely closed (resp.
0-absolutely closed, w0-absolutely closed) function into a compact Hausdorff
space is a p-map (resp. 0-p-map, wO-p-map). The continuous and w0-continuous.
cases follow easily from the covering characterizations. The 0-continuous case
follows from 3.7.2. This illustrates the need for a covering characterization of
0-p-maps. We have been able to obtain a covering condition that is necessary
but have not been able to prove or disprove its sufficiency.

Before introducing the covering condition, we need to recall that a cover s
of a space is a regular refinement of a cover & if for each A ’, there is a
B&suchthatclA

_
B.

(5.3) A O-p-map f: X Y where X and Y are Hausdorff has this property:
(.) if . is a p-cover of Y, then {f- (cl V): V .} has a regular open

refinement which is a p-cover.
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Proof. The proof of (5.3) is very similar to the proof of the corresponding
result in [10].
The degree that 5.3(,) is a sufficient condition for a 0-p-map is indicated in

the result following this lemma.

(5.4) LEMMA. Iff: X - Y is a O-continuous function where X is Hausdorff
and Y is H-closed and f satisfies 5.3(.), then for every open ultrafilter ll on X,
f() ., p for p e.

Proof. Assume f() does not almost converge to any point p Y. Then
for each p Y, there is an open set Vp containing p with the property that cl Vp
does not contain any member of f(). Since {V: p Y} is a p-cover (Y is
H-closed), then {f-1 (cl V): p Y} has a regular open refinement a’ which
is a p-cover. By a lemma in [10], there is A e a c q./. So, there is some p Y
such that cl A f-I (cl V). Thus cl Vp contains an element of f(), a
contradiction.
As a consequence of 5.4 and 4.1, it follows that a 0-continuous, 0-absolutely

closed function is 0-p-map if and only if it satisfies 5.3(,). The best that we can
do toward proving that a 0-continuous function satisfying 5.3(,) is a 0-p-map
is presented in the next result.

(5.5) If f: X Y is O-continuous and satisfies 5.3(,) where X and Y are
Hausdorff, then there is a wO-continuous extension F: tcX rcY with thisproperty:
for each z xX and open set U of F(z) in x Y, there is an open set V containing z
in tcX such that F (clx V) cl0 clr U where O-closure is relative to x Y.

Proof. It is easy to show that f: X xY is 0-continuous and satisfies
5.3(,). By 5.4, for each free open ultrafilter q/on X, f(o) almost converges to
some point in xY; we denote one of these points as F(q/). Extend the definition
of F to X by defining F(x) f(x) for x e X. Thus, F is an extension off. Let
z xX and U be an open set of F(z) in x Y. There is an open V containing z in
xX such that

F (clx (V c X))
_

clx U.
Since

then
clx V clx (V c X) cl,,x V\X,

F (clx V)
_

clr U w F (clx V\X).

Let ag clx V\X. Then V c X ag. Sincef() meets Cr)r, then

F(ag) cl0 (f (clx (V c X)))
_

cl0 (clxr U).
Hence, F (clx V)

_
cl0 (clr U).

In general, the function F constructed in the proof of 5.5 will not be 0-
continuous; that is, the random selection process of obtaining F may not yield
a 0-continuous extension even though some selection process might yield a
0-continuous extension.
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Problem. Prove or disprove iff: X Y is 0-continuous and satisfies 5.3(.)
where X and are Hausdorff, then f is a 0-p-map.

6. O-rigid and f.f.r, sets

In this section, we present some properties of 0-rigid subsets (defined in
Section 3) and f.f.r, subsets (defined in Section 4) and compare these concepts to
compactness and quasi-H-closure.

(6.1) Disjoint O-rigid subsets A and B of a Hausdorffspace X can be separated
by disjoint open sets.

Proof. Let a A. For each x e B, there are disjoint open sets Ux of a and
Vx of x. There is a finite subset C

_
B such that B

_
int (cl ( {V: x e C})).

Let

U= (] {U:xC} and V= =int(cl(U {v:xC})).

Now a U=, B
_

Va, and Ua C V= O. Repeating the argument for each
a E A, we obtain disjoint open sets containing A and B.

(6.1.1) COROLLARY. If every closed subset of a Hausdorff space X is O-rigid
in X, then X is compact.

Proof. Since X is 0-rigid in X, then X is H-closed. By 6.1, X is normal.
Hence, X is compact.

(6.1.2) COROLLARY. IfA is O-rigid in a Hausdorffspace X, then every point of
X\A is contained in a closed neighborhood that misses A.

Our next result characterizes 0-rigidity in terms of open filters yielding a means
of comparison of the definition of f.f.r.

(6.2) A is O-rigid in X ifand only iffor every openfilter fg on X ifA c adx fg

O, there is an open U fg such that A n cl U 0.

Proof. The proof follows from 3.3(b) and the fact that if " is t filter base
on X and O(") {U__%_ X: U open and U F for some F’}, then
alx - adx 0(o’).

(6.2.1) COROLLARY. If A is O-rigid in X, then A is f.f.r, in X.

It is straightforward to show that a closed subset A of a Hausdorff space X
is f.f.r, in X if and only if clx A cl: A where clx (resp. cl0x) denotes the
0-closure in xX (resp. X). We now obtain a characterization of a concept weaker
than f.f.r.

(6.3) Suppose X is Hausdorff and A X. A is contained in the union of an
H-closed subspace and a nowhere dense set if and only iffor each free open ultra-
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filter ql on X, there is U e ql such that U c A O, In particular, the latter
condition is equivalent to clx A clx A.

Proof. Suppose for each free open ultrafilter q/on X, there is U q/such

that U A 0. Then U __q X\cl A implying X\cl A q/. By Theorem 2.4
in [14], X\int (cl (X\cl A)) is H-closed. Hence, cl (int (cl A)) is H-closed. Let
B A\cl (int (cl A)). Since cl B int (cl A) is empty and B = cl A, then
int (cl B) 0 and B is nowhere dense. The proof of the converse is straight-
forward.

(6.3.1) COROLLARY. If A is f.f.r, in a Hausdorff space X, then cl (int A) is
H-closed and A is the union of an H-closed subspace and a closed nowhere dense
subset.

These concepts are related with compactness and quasi-H-closure in the
following diagram"

A conpact "iX/AcopactA quasi’H’clsedAA 0-rgid in X

quasi-H-closed rel. to X A f.f.r, in X

Clearly, if A is a compact subspace of X, then A is quasi-H-closed and A is
compact subspace of Xs (see remark after 3.3). By 3.3(c) and the remark follow-
ing 3.3, if A is a compact subspace of Xs, then A is 0-rigid in X. By 3.3(c), if
A is 0-rigid in X, then A is H-closed relative to X (noted in the paragraph pre-
ceeding 2.1 in [15]). By 2.5 in [15], if X is Hausdorff and A is H-closed relative
to X, then A is a closed subset of X; hence, for a Hausdorff space X, in all of
the concepts, A is closed in X. In general, the converse of each of the implica-
tions is false even if X is Hausdorff. If X is regular and A is quasi-H-closed
relative to X, then A is compact, and ifX is H-closed, Urysohn and A is H-closed
relative to X, then by 2.8, A is a compact subspace of Xs. If A X, then the
concepts A is 0-rigid in X, A is quasi-H-closed relative to X, A is quasi-H-closed,
and A is f.f.r, in X are equivalent. In fact, for the space Y described in Example
1.1, Y is rigid in Y but Y is not a compact subspace of Y Y. In [2] it is
noted that the subspace X described in Example 1.1 is H-closed but X is not
f.r.r, in Y\{bo}. The subspace X {c: N} is f.f.r, in Y but C is not H-closed
relative to Y.

(6.4) Suppose for each B X, clo clo B clo B. If A is quasi-H-closed
relative to X, then A is O-riyid in X.

Proof. Let " be a filter base on X such that alx " c A 0. For each
a A, there is Fo - such that a clo F,. Hence, a clo clo F, and there is an
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open set Ua containing a such that cl Ua c cl0 F, 0. There is a finite sub-
family C A such that A

_
{cl U" a C}, and there is, F e " such that

F
_

{F" a C). It follows that A c cl0 F 0. By 3.3(b), A is 0-rigid in X.

(6.5) Remark. Note that if X is a Hausdorff space such that for each open
subset B

_
X, cl0 cl0 B cl0 B, then X is a Urysohn space.
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